Selected abstracts Viruses

09.00 – 09.15  HBV INFECTION RATES IN SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL BLOOD SERVICE (SANBS) DONORS BORN BEFORE AND AFTER THE IMPLEMENTATION OF UNIVERSAL HBV VACCINATION – W. Sykes, South Africa

09.15 – 09.30  FIRST CASE OF HIV-NAT NEGATIVE DONATION COLLECTED DURING ECLIPSE PHASE SINCE IMPLEMENTATION OF HIGHLY SENSITIVE INDIVIDUAL NAT IN FRANCE – P. Cappy, France

09.30 – 09.45  IMPLEMENTATION OF HEPATITIS E VIRUS RNA TESTING IN BLOOD DONORS IN ENGLAND – MOVING FROM PARTIAL TO UNIVERSAL SCREENING – I. Ushiro-Lumb, United Kingdom

09.45 – 10.00  HEV IGG LEVELS DECLINE FOLLOWING ASYMPTOMATIC INFECTION: LONGITUDINAL LONG-TERM FOLLOW UP OF BLOOD DONORS IN ENGLAND – I. Ushiro-Lumb, United Kingdom